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FOURTH WINTER SCHOOL (1976)-
APPLICATIONS OP VECTOR INTEGRATION TO SPECTRAL THEOHT 
by 
G»Erik P. THOMAS 
1. A generalization of Bochner's integral. 
The spectral theory requires a theory of integration 
of functions with values in locally convex spaces which in 
general are neither metrisable nor separable. The Pettis 
integral in its full generality is not suitable because the 
most useful theorems of classical integration theory e.g. 
Fubini's thm, Lebesgue's differentiation thm, are not valid 
for general Pettis integrals. 
Let T be a topological Hausdorff space, AJU a Radon mea-
sure on T, and assume T is a countable union o£ open sets 
of finite measure. 
Definition: A function f: T — * E, quasi complete l . ,c*v.3 
is totally Xi»-summable if it is AJL-measurable (Lusin pro-
perty) and if there exists BcE, bounded closed, absolutely 
convex, such that J Iflgd -< + co . 
It can be shown that a totality fi -summable function is 
Pettis integrable and that the integrals Crfd(tu belong 
to Eg the Banach space generated by B. Although f (t)c Eg a.e. 
f ; T —->Eg is not in general Bochner integrable. Neverthe-
less most of the useful properties of Bochner integral carry 
m 
over, in particular Fubini s thm and the Lebesgue differen­
tiation theorem e.g. — - ) f (s)ds = fCt) a.e. 
dt ycu 
To extend the definition to general measure spaces 
requires the solution of a problem: see Problem book . 
2. Given a Hilbert space 3S and a a elf ad joint or nor­
mal operator {T,.P-p), with discrete spectrum, there exists 
a decomposition 
with 





when the spectrum is not discrete, one can obtain a decom­
position T ~ J* &E(&X) with X ( ) the spectral measure 
associated with T, but a decomposition closer to (1) is also 
possible as follows: 
Let ft be a quasi-comp.b te locally convex space over 
<C „ With every Hilbert subspace #6 <—> *fe there is asso-
ciated a kernel H = j j
y
 a map from the anti-dual of 
t , <*, to i , such that H( % * ) c 3£ and (x,He*) • 
« <x fe*> , The kernel H is linear Hermitian: (He* ,-f*>
 c 
= <H-f *,©,*> and positive ( H ^ * e * > > 0 . It has been 
shown by L. Schwartz 12] that conversely there corresponds 
to every positive kernel H: *£*—*.*£, a unique Hilbert sub-
space 36 c *fe . The set of positive kernels is a closed 
convex cone in the real locally convex space of all Hermiti-
an kernels, topologized with the topology of pointwise con-
M3 
vergence in f̂c* ; the topology is carried over to the 3et 
Hilb(<£) of Hilbert subspaces of % » If we now put ^ * 
« B(A)3€ the map A -»---> 36. is a Hilb {%) valued measure 
which under conditions to be described belw has a Radon Ni-
kodym derivative with respect to a basis measure (bo * 
Theorem. Let *(, be a Frgchet space and assume the map 
96 c^r % is absolutely summing. Then given a spectral mea-
sure E( ) there exists a measure ^ ^ 0 such that 
X4, (A) = 0 <=-==-> 36* - Oaid a /U,-essentially unique family 
X •' > *&% & Hilb (*fc) totally Af -summabie such that 
This implies that every x € 36 has a decomposition, 
y * J** (A)cl(U,<A) in <£ 
with 
and 
E(A)x =- fA^c(A)dft(A) 
Tx « J Ax (A)ci^u(A) ^ ^ ^ 
i f £ ( ) is associated with T. 
Furthermore i f there exists a continuous linear operator 
tf : <£ — • H, such that T = ^ / p i t follows that 
^^C Ker(a.3 -3*) for ft a.«„ % y 
i . e . CTx - Ax V * e 3 ^ -
Remark. The condition j absolutely summing cannot 
be improved in this theorem. 
This is closely related to and inspired by the works of 
A*Ь 
Cl3 Gel'-fand 8t Shilov? Generalized functions 
iZl L. Schwartz: Sous-espaces Hilbertiens d^espaces vecto­
riels topologiques et noyaux reproduisants. Journal 
d'Analyse Mathématique d*Israel 1964» 
